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FAMILY FUN ON A "SHOESTRING" 
" STATE PARK 
PHILOSOPHY'' 
Newton B . Drury 
EOI'l'Oit'~ '\ 0 '1'1:: Xcwton B 
Drury is Chief of the Division of 
Beaches and P;uk:s for the State 
of California. During 1941-51, he 
served as director of the National 
Park System. He was formerly 
Executive Se~.;relar·y of the Save 
the Redwoods League and has 
served as Jt;xecu t1 ve Officer or the 
California State !'ark Commis-
sion. He has achieved national 
reputation for his achievements 
in the preservation of outstand-
ing natural areas and the devel-
opment of valuable recreational 
areas throughout the country 
( E,ceq•t-. fro m rcmnrk-. nt ::Xa-
tional Confc.>t·c.>nce on Stute PnrkH, 
Lnke ltnHCn, '\linne,o ta , S c.>ptenl-
her 20, 19:i7. ) 
There is a state park philosophy 
in the sense of a set of guiding 
principles for what we consider 
an important human institution. 
Otherwise we would not be here 
today. 
Turnmg then from park people 
to the guiding principles-the 
"philosophy," if you will-of the 
work in which park people are en-
gaged this unique phase of land 
and resource management, I think, 
is distinguished in this: that while 
other lands are administer ed to 
conserve their resources to serve 
man's material needs, park lands 
are managed to minister to the 
human mind and spirit. They a r e 
set aside to maintain their beau ty, 
reveal their meaning, and maintain 
(Continued on Page 38) 
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Even if you gave it the old 
Siwash try, it would be hard to 
find any area of outdoor recreation 
that has grown to the staggering 
proportion camping has in the last 
few years. 
Interest in livmg and loafing in 
the open bas mushroomed to a 
point where 1t virtually knows no 
season. If anything, the trend 
seems to be to push the camping 
calendar ahead a little each year. 
It's not a fanciful notion, but a 
fact that campers and camp gear 
begin to appear in I owa parks 
while a skiff of wmter snow still 
clutches at the lowlands and chill 
winds race over the Good Earth. 
This means camping activity as 
early as April and occasionally in 
March. Photographers Jrm Sher-
man and George T ovey's photos, 
which illustrate this article, un-
derscore this point. All of the pho-
tos were taken m Iowa parks early 
m April. 
At a sec~son of the year when life renews Itself, Dutchman's Breeches cfti~~~Te·-=~ 
Interest being what it is, the 
camper no longer thinks lush 
weather is a requirement for 
camping. Maybe he'd a little rather 
have it for personal comfort, but 
in this day and age, he's so 
"wrapped up" in camping, he'll put 
up with a little adversity to take 
his housekeeping and cares into the 
outdoors. Of course, as the season 
wears on and the weather gets 
beller, the camper will be doing 
more and more of it and he'll have 
more ne1ghbors as vacationers hit 
the trail. 
that Spring Indeed has come to Iowa's woodlaods. 
-------------------- -------------------------
Geology at Rock Creek Park State parks offering camp facili-
ties are w1thm a few hours drive 
of every I owan and, whether he 
camps early or late, there's never 
a recreational doldrum. Bird and 
Charles S. G·wynne 
P rofe~>.,or of Geolu~ ~ 
Iowa State Colle~e 
Perhaps the reader will ask at 
once, "Well, what matters of geo-
logical interest could there pos-
sibly be in R ock Creek State 
P ark?" "After all," be might add, 
"the terrain is much like that of 
most of southern Iowa. There is 
a lake, to be sure, but what of 
that? I n spite of the name 'Rock 
Creek ', there do not seem to be 
I any rock s about; so what can pos-
sibly be said about the geology 
that will be of some interest?" 
Let us see. In the first place, nature study and hiking are avail-
the presence of the lake itself able at all parks Fishing, swim-
needs to be accounted for. ' ming and boating are additional 
"That is easy," the reader may recreation at the "lake parks." 
also say, "for it is a man-made The fact that state parks are near 
lake. A dam was placed across means the camper can "test run" 
the valley of Rock Creek, the wa- camping equipment overnight or 
ter backed up behind the dam, and on weekends, before extended 
presto! we had a lake." camping junkets he might plan 
(Continued on Page 36) (Continued on Page 37) 
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OCHEYEDAN MOUND 
OFFERED TO STATE 
Every Iowan may soon have a 
cla1m on the state's highest point' 
Ocheyedan Mound in northwest 
Iowa has been offered to the State 
Conservation Conumsswn by V. C. 
Shuttleworth, a Cedar Rapids at-
torney. Shuttleworth's parents 
were pioneet settlers in Osceola 
County and farmed the land on 
which the Mound is located for 
many years They have protected 
the Mound since the 1890's despite 
offers from commercial interests 
to buy gravel and sand from it. 
The Commission has accepted 
the Mound as a state preserve and 
would develop it as such. It would 
be allowed to revert to native 
grasses and flowers. Some native 
grasses are now present on the 
Mound, and, like Kalsow Prairie 
m Pocahontas County and Hayden 
Tract in Winnel!lhiek County, 
Ocheyedan Mound has never felt 
the biting edge of a plow 
Development plans would also 
include the placmg of a marker 
dedicated to the memory of the 
pwneering Shuttleworths. 
Approval by the Executive Coun-
cil is all that is now necessary for 
the Mound to pass into state 
ownership. 
Like most of northwest Iowa, 
Ocheyedan Mound is born of gla-
ciers and glacial action. It is a 
large, jutting mass of glacial sand 
and gravel formed by a nver or 
meltwater pouring off the end of 
a glac1er and heaping layer upon 
layer until a mound or hill is 
formed. "Kame" is the word ge-
ologists give to mounds created by 
such action. Ocheyedan nses 1,675 
feet above sea level highest point 
in the state and is about a quar-
ter-mile long. The 1-1ound is sev-
eral hundred yards wide and 
nearly 200 feet high. 
Much Indian lore is associated 
with the Mound, although stories 
differ about the ongin of 1ts name 
and early use Some say the name 
Ocheyedan comes from a long-dead 
S1oux Chief. Others think Sioux 
lookouts once scanned distant 
horizons from the high Mound. 
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Others have it that the Mound was I 
once a meeting place fot Sioux 
.squaws who came to the Mound 
to mourn their dead. To these. 
Ocheyedan means "The Place 
Whue They C1y." 
There could be truth in any or 
all of the legends. On the bas1s of 
the number of Indian artifacts 
found in the a1 ea, it's pretty well 
established the Swux were fre-
quent visitor~ to the Mound 
THINGS TO LOOK 
FOR IN USED BOAT 
When the boating bug b1tes, 
many charge their boat dealer 
w1th cash in hand and latch onto 
a brand nev. model. That's fine if 
you can swing It, but many others 
get started in outboarding by pur-
chasing a used boat 
Particularly for th1s latter group 
\\ e have assembled some t1ps about 
what to look for m used boats we 
hope \\Till help prospective buyers 
get top-dolla1 value fot t h e i 1 
money 
Look for the followmg: 
Run the boat and see if it 
handles satisfactorily 
Have the boat taken out of 
lhe water and check the bottom 
See that planking abuts the 
transom and stem squarely and 
solidly. Sight along the keel for 
"hooks" (large concave indenta-
tions in the bottom caused by 
Improper distribution of weight 
during storage). "H ooks' will 
cause the boat to perf01 m Im-
properly. Be susp1cious of cracks 
which could develop inlo trouble-
some leaks. Seams and planks 
should be so joined as lo remam 
watertight. 
. . Check for nail sickness (the 
symptoms of which a1·e spots of 
rust on the surface of lhe paint 
over a nail, or, in some cases, 
rul!lt streakmg down the s1de of 
the hull from a nail-hole). If 
lhe condition looks bad, chances 
are you're in for a complete re-
fastening job. 
Look inside the hull. See that 
frames and ribs a1·e sound and 
uncracked. A badly cracked 
frame will cause the planks to 
work and the boat to leak. 
. Since most outboard boats 
are ventilated, the chances of 
finding dry rot in an outboard 
hull are relallvely shghl. H ow-
ever, mspect the boat thoroughly 
for rot if lhe boat has been com-
pletely covered during a pro-
longed storage period. If the 
boat has enclosed spaces, such 
as cabins, lockers and lhe like, 
look for dry rot. Examine under 
floor boards, decks, etc. If the 
wood you're inspecting is soft 
and crumbly and will tear loose 
at the touch of a thumbnail or 
sct·ewdr1ver, 1t's affected by dry 
rot. Blistered paint may indicate 
the condition but is not neces-
sarily a cause. 
. .. A bad paint job, although it 
will affect a boat's performance, 
is not dangerous in itself How-
(C'untinued on Paye ~0) 
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Litterbugs: Their Waste Is Costing Us Money! 
It's Time for that Hatch Again 
Ah the Green Days of spring-
lime in Iov.:a! Every meadow and 
hillside 1s blanketed \".'ith the color 
of newness Blossoming trees are 
heavy with the scent of new life 
and the songs of their feathered 
inhabitants throb along every rill 
and valley Il's a time for answer-
mg the beckoning call of the open 
road 
It's a great time to be alive and 
doing things amid a world that 
daily parades its spanking new and 
most colorful finery! But -and we 
are sorry to have to report it-
this time of year, for all its beauty, 
is not entirely devoid of problems. 
It's a simple truth that people 
on the go and doing things create 
waste It's also a simple truth that 
there will emerge from this group 
a certain number who will thought-
lessly litter the highways, road-
ways, picmc and campgrounds with 
the1r litter! To these good "Joes" 
01 "Josephines," though lhey may 
be we give lhe descriptive, but 
rather unsavory handle, of Litter-
bug. 
We have all seen this "charac-
ter" in operallon and, frankly, he's 
about as welcome as 1rrilaled hor-
nets at a garden party! Ile may be 
naturally sloppy or he may be one 
who nurtures his own backyard 
with loving care, pohcing every 
mch with the thoroughness of an 
MP detail before annual inspec-
tion. He may not give a hang 
around home, or he may be given 
to long sessions with the wife and 
k1ddies, admonishing one and all 
to keep the yard and homestead 
free of every scrap of paper and 
p1ece of string. 
Take this same fellow, whatever 
sot t he is at home, put him on the 
open road or in the parks and-
blooey- he goes haywire 1 Sand-
WICh, g u m, cigarette wrappers, 
Kleenex, d1scarded potato chip 
sacks, the wrapper the steak came 
in the old torn plastic cover from 
the potato salad dish-you name it, 
he'll find a place for il. 
And he's no p1ker when it comes 
to bottles and c ms either! The 
.soda empties that are too much 
tl'Ouble to lug home for the paltry 
refund, the empty catsup bottle 
and the peach can that has seen its 
day get the old heave-bo -out the 
window, along the highway, or 
around the picnic area 
One of the hardest things to fig-
ure about the Litterbug is that 
lhe same fellow would never think 
of wadding up a ten or twenty-
dollar bill and scattering same to 
the four winds. But that 1s about 
what the situntion amounts to. He 
pays With his hard-earned lax dol-
lars to clean up his aftermath. 
What s more significant, he de-
prives himself of other facilities 
and services lhn t mtght be his if 
his lax dough \\.asn't needed to 
police up his unwelcome debris. 
Ellher way you look at it, lhe Lit-
tel bug pays through the nose for 
his untidy pastime, and be's only 
kidding himself if he thinks other-
WISe! 
Let's look at a statistiC or two 
from a Iowa Highway Commission 
study which points up the magni-
tude of the problem. This state 
agency has estimated that nearly 
$100,000 is spent each year lo clear 
the rubbish from our roadsides 
Th1s says nothing of an additional 
$10,000 or so in payment for trash 
damage to mowers, trucks and 
other vehicles driven along high-
way ditches. There are no figures 
on costs of similar work in state 
areas, but it would probably make 
a taxpayer suddenly feel a little ill 
All of Lhe honest-to-goodness 
ouldoorsmen I have evet known 
had at least two things in com-
mon all kept an immaculate camp 
never leaving it without firRt po-
licing the area thoroughly and 
had the same disdain for the Lit-
terbug and the eyesore he creates. 
Yellowstone or Iowa- east coast 
or west-the Litterbug problem is 
the same. lo\va has some fine out-
doorsmen and others who are 
prelly careless. Those who really 
(Continul-d on Page 40) 
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..,...,,...,.., Tov~y Phuto 
Wild th ings we re born in t he wi ld t o live in the w ild. De priving em of wildlife 
~omes a nd t raining is un la wful a nd c rue l. Watch a nd photograph w ildlife young, but 
leave thei r ca re to wild pa rents. 
EVENTS IN MAY 
Heaviest bloom of wildflowers and shrubs. Most prominent of these 
'l.re wild plum, wild crab, Hawthorne and red buds 
Spring mushrooms make their appearance, including Morels, Inky-
aps, and some oyster vanet1es. 
Height of warbler migration occurs in May. 
Game birds-pheasants, quail, etc., take up nestmg. 
Height of shore bird migrations. Plovers, sandpipers and godwits 
are in this group. 
Last of the migratory waterfowl travel through the state, including 
blue-wmg teal, shovellers, and wood ducks. 
Nesting of song birds well underway. 
Young fox, woodchucks, rabbits and squirrels begin to appear. 
Ftrst swarms of bees will be in evidence during May. 
Spring chorus begins with the "singing" of frogs and loads. 
Last of humming birds, wrens, etc., reach Iowa. 
Heavy bloom of prairie Flora. 
Heavy night flight of song b1rds. 
Spawning of many fish species during .May, including the sunfishes, 
'lass, bl~gills, etc. 
Wild greens available in May, including dandelion, mustard greens, 
etc. 
EVENTS IN JUNE 
Late spring and early summer flowers in evidence during June. 
Young birds and mammals now present along the highways. Watch 
for them when driving. 
Some mushrooms species Inkycaps and oyster varieties st1ll avail-
able during June. 
Heavy bloom of weed Flora. 
Birds begin transition to summer plumage. 
Bird nestmg well along with young in nest. 
Heavy swarming of bees may be observed during June 
Schools of young bullheads are in evidence during the month of June. 
Leave Wildlife • the Wild 
This is lhe season of fulfillment and birth for the wild birds and 
animals in the world of Mother Nature. The clarion call of the wild 
goose has passed beyond Iowa and now echoes over the nesting grounds 
of northern Canada and Baffin Island. Pheasant and quail hens have 
selected the1r mates and have set up housekeeping. The young of cot-
tontail rabbits. foxes and sqUJrrels are already venturing from nests 
and burrows 
Unfortunately, a good many who will see young game birds and ani-
mals m the next weeks labor undei the false assumption that they 
1lelp or sal'e wildlife young by taking them from their wild homes and 
ways. Actually, they may not only hurt the chances of surv1val for wild 
birds and animals by handling or capturing them, but violate conserva-
tion laws in the process! Il is unlawful to take from the wild any 
game bird or animal on which there is an established season, except, 
of course, during the season. 
Mothe1 Nature has set down a pretty thorough code of conduct for 
her wildlife population. She has endowed all wild things with certain 
characteristics to give them a measure of security and protection. She 
has decreed wildlife parents to be the best kind of parents better able 
than anyone else to teach lheit young the ways of the wild. The 
young are taught who and what they can trust and are "toughened" 
in the exacting discipline of the outdoors . 
Man destroys all this when he attempts to domesticate birds and 
animals born in the wild to live in the wild. Man teaches wildlife 
youngste1s "soft" living, and allows them to mingle with domestic pets 
wildlife learns to trust When the day comes for wild young to be 
released again to the w1ld, they have missed a vital part of their wild-
life education, and fall easy prey to enemies they have never been 
taught to dtstrust. 
Many people who cart wildlife young from the open do it on the basis 
that they are "cute," or that "the first dog or cat along will get them 
anyway," or that the mother has "deserted" her brood. 
Wild youngsters are "cute" to be sure-the young of most everything 
is! But they can be enjoyed as much at a distance as in the palm of a 
hand . After all, you don't think of digging up trees or wildflowers and 
carrying them home just because you think them beautiful. No, you 
leave them m the wild to enjoy again and again! The same reasoning 
should apply to wildlife young' 
About the point of other animals gettmg wild young, Mother Nature 
has destined a number of her population to die from this and other 
factors . A certain number must perish in infancy as a result of ex-
tremes or quirks of weather, insufficient food or by acc1dents of both 
man and nature's creation. Others must die from sickness, disease or 
just plain old-age. These thmgs need not concern anyone. Mother 
Nature is not unjustly harsh or cruel- these are simply her ways of 
keeping her population in balance so that there is the greatest possible 
benefit for surviving numbers. 
The point about "mother desertion" is most often attnbuted to deer. 
When fawns are discovered, they are usually alone, in concealment and 
seemingly unattended. The doe may not be anywhere in stght. Anxiety 
immediately gr1ps the heart of the discoverer. But it needn't It may 
be a natural reaction to presume the doe has "deserted" her family, but 
you can bet she's not far away. 
The doe conceals her fawn or fawns before leaving them early in 
the morning. She depends upon the camouflage nature has given her 
young, and their ability to lie quietly and motionless, to protect them. 
The doe will spend the day browsing, returning to her young at night-
fall. She will, of course, return lo the spot where she concealed her 
young If they have been moved in the meantime, she may not find 
them. Or, if human scent is heavy near the lair, she may desert her 
family entirely. 
These are some things to ponder before you attempt to take any-
thing from its wild home and ways. Wild things are to enjoy. Look at 
them, study them and photograph them- but leave them in the wild 
where they need and want to be' Depriving wild things of the kind of 
life and protection Mother Nature intended them to have is to do a 
disservice to wildlife, yourself and conservation! 
MANY NAMES 
In the southern coastal slates a 
gopher is a tortoise: in the prairie 
states il i~ one of several striped 
ground squirrels ; elsewhere it is a 
snake 
1
'BITE" S IZE 
Largest of cats next to the lion, 
the male tiger may measure more 
than l 0 feet from nose to tail lip 
and weigh as much as 650 pounds 
REVERED A NIMAL 
Some Indians regarded the 
mountain lion with reverence To 
the tribes of BaJa, California, the 
animal was a god who provided 
them with much of their food. 
l\IAKES GOOD 
The ringneck pheasant was first 
transplanted from the Orient in 
1881. Now it is one of the prin-
cipal game birds of America. 
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retreat of the Kansan glacier from 
lh!s part of Iowa Until recently 
th1s retreat was believed to have 
ta ken place poss1bly a m1llion 
years ago. Recent studies make it 
much less than that perhaps only 
125,000 years. 
"And what, p1·ay tell, was the 
Kansan glaciet· ?" 
It was one of continental dimen-
sions. similar to those of Green-
land and Antarctica of today that 
spread from centers m Canada at 
a time when the world climate ·was 
rather different from what it is 
today The Kansan glacier cov-
ered all but the northeastern part 
of Iowa and extended as far south 
~~is ad istant viet hw of Rock C
1
reek Lake In J asper County shows the bia':see";,'ff;y ' as the MlSSOUl'i River It even 
~ ~ crep over into what is now east-p· r pp1ng on e causewa y s of unusual t e xture and is called oolit e by t hA gAolog'•st . t 
Rock Creek . . . Creek above the lake This water ern Kansas hence its name 
(Continued from Pap:l 33) fell as ram, all right, but then it In its movement from Canada, 
But don't forget that the valley soaked mto the ground, to now re- it brought with it, frozen to the 
of Rock Creek bad to be there appear in the form of springs and bottom, a great mass of soil and 
first and that it \Vas made by the seeps along the course of the debris from the north country. 
waters of Rock Creek pouring stream This water would keep This. known as glacial drift. was 
do\-.;.'11 through the valley during the stream flowing Such subsur- left '"'hen the glacier melted. The 
ages past So really, s tream ero- face water might also be seeping drift is approximately 150 feet 
sion, a geological process, was the mto the lake all along the lake- thick on the high ground at ncar-
prime mover in the creation of shore. This is because the lake by Kellogg A little farther north, 
the lake basin. The larger arms level stands at the level of the it is over 450 feet . There is no 
of the lake are in the valleys of zone of saturation in the ground place in the p'lrk known to the 
tributaries of Rock Creek The Away from the shore this level, writer where this glacial drift can 
numerous small irregularities of called the water table, rises with be seen. However. the road cuts on 
the shoreline are related to the the slope of the ground, but not the county roads nearby disclose 
presence of small tributaries to as rapidly. Under the hilltops it it They show only the v.'eathered 
the larger valleys. The lake might may be many feet below the sur- upper part of this drift mantle 
be spoken of as the result of face Nevertheless, this means It is stained a reddish-brown from 
"drowning" the valley or Rock that the ground water below the weathering At greater depth, it 
Creek. water table is under pressme at has a grey color. It is composed 
Of course, the water of the lake the lakeshore and so tends to slow- mostly of clay and silt. with lesser 
presents no mystery Still, there ly seep out. It is the same along amounts of sand, pebbles. and 
is something to think about here, the stream above the lake larger stones. Some of the road-
also, It is water which had fallen Th cuts show a few feet of loess, a e very shape of the lake sug- wind-blown depos1·t of s1'lt and 
as rain. If there has been recent gests th t thi t f I 
been subjected to wear by running brown in color, but has no stones 
hmey material from the sea water. 
The story is that the material 
started to collect around small 
gt ams of sand or shell. The mo-
tion. of the sea \\'ater kept them 
movmg around so that they ac-
quired their rounded form. The in-
dividual oolites have a concentric 
structure; that is, of layer upon 
layer There are also fossil impres-
sions in this rock. One is that of 
a flat coiled snail a few inches 
across. There are brachiopod im-
pressions an inch or two across. 
Brachiopods are two-shelled, like 
clams and oysters Those in the 
oolitic limestone are almost flat. 
The soft sediment composed large-
ly of these oolites was hardened 
to a rock by cementation. 
Rather odd, don't you think , that 
today's fishermen on the causewa v 
should be fishmg from a pile of 
rock that looks so much like petri-
fied fish roe, but isn't? Bet most 
of them never thought of that! 
The park is in northeastern Jas-
per County, 31 {! miles northeast of 
Kellogg on a county road. It is 
about 8 m1les east and a few miles 
north of Newton. It is a large 
park, 1,657 acres. The lake is 
about 600 acres. and has almost 13 
miles of shoreline And we know 
the reason . . . what might be 
called the geological reason . . . 
for this lengthy shoreline. The 
lakeshore winds into all the small 
valleys tributary to the larger ones 
and around the projecting ndges 
between them No wonder there 
are a lot of mtles 
AUDUBON CAMP 
IN WISCONSIN heavy rain the lake water is a s par 0 owa bas clay, above the drift. It also is 
mostly water which has run off water for a long time Otherwise, 
the land surface. Some of it may there would not be all these little The rock used as riprap on the Fourth in a chain of camps 
have come from the slopes sur- tributaries to the main valley And, causeway at the north end of the reaching from Maine to California 
rounding the lake. Most of it for that matter, the Rock Creek lake is one which might make the under the sponsorship of the Xa-
would have come from the valley would not be so deep. Nor curious look twice. This is because ttonal Audubon Society is entering 
streams, large and small, running so long, either. The headwaters ex- of its peculiar texture. For those its fourth summer season near 
into the lake. That's easy. tend northward clear into Mar- who are acquainted with fish roe, Spooner and Rice L ake, Wisconsin. 
But suppose there has been no shall County, a distance of about it looks not unlike petrified fish There are five two-week sessions 
rain for a month or two Water ten miles These valleys have been roe Because of this, it is known planned, beginning June 15 and 
might still be flowing in Rock developing since the time of the as an oolite. It is a variety of lime- ending August 30. The sessiOnS 
"' "' * * * stone, and is often called an oolitic are designed primarily for teachers 
• 
limestone. It came from a strata and other youth leaders. 
which shows at the surface not so Those 18 years of age or over 
far away to the east, in western will have an opportunity to pursue 
Marshall County. There are quar- hobbies or professional interests. 
ries in Marshall County north of since the 300 acres in which the 
LeGrand and at Ferguson. This camp is located contains wood-
rock came from the one near Le- land. prairie, marshland and twin 
Grand. There it is seen as a bed lakes. These qreas offer opportu-
about 18 feet th1ck, beneath layers nity for exploration under the guid-
of other limestone The oolitic ance of staff members who ac-
limestone is much lighter in color quaint parllc1pants with plant and 
than the other It was formed as animal life and their relationships 
a sed1ment in one of the seas which to soil, water. and man. 
spread over the Not th American Mormng and afternoon sessions 
continent in the Mississippian pe- are devoted to field trips. Evening 
1·iod some 250 million years ago sessions, conducted in a new rec;·e-
In common wilh the other rock at10n hall. include the showing of 
strata of centlal and eastern Iowa, colored slides and movies. 
lhis layer of oolitic limestone dips Housing available at the camp 
gently to the southwest. This includes dormitories and qu'lrters 
means that at Rock Creek Slate for husbands and wives 
Park that particulat layer IS not A free folder, listmg infonnn tion 
so far from the surface About 250 about dates and costs of the camp, 
feet would be a good guess may be obtained by wnting tne 
The oolites, the small rounded National Auclubon Society, 1130 
The author has found and photographed t his brachiopod Impression In a rock found grams, are believed to have been J Ftfth Avenue, New York 28, Ne\\ 
along the shore of Rock Creek Lake formed by the precipitation of York. 
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G<-0~ Tovey 
:a mpln!J a t Lake Ahquabi Sta t e Pa rk brln!JS fishin!J !1 sta 1n~e for these 
•oun!J outdoorsme n. Apparent ly they ' re ma kin!J sure they a re ri!J!Jed ri!Jht t o handle 
tha t " lunke r" they ' ve been dreamin!J a bout . 
* • 
that the old dollar starts to 
stretch. The difference between 
f"" • 
'"'ampmg . • • 
<Continued from Page 33) what you will spend camping and 
ater, such as an upcoming vaca- what you would shell out for mo-
ion. 
Certainly not the least of the 
·easons for interest m camping is 
.he fact that it is cheap fun for 
.he whole family. Today's buck, as 
Ne a ll know, IS pretty short-lived. 
Any time then that w e can stretch 
1t a little is important! The real 
requirements of camping are w ith-
n the buying power of nearly 
~veryone. Most begin with these 
ttems, adding more and more as 
they go along. Of course, if you're 
plush, you can sink about as much 
"jingle" in to camp items as you 
want, from the minimum essen-
tials r1ght up to elaborate tents 
and house trailers. Whether the 
beginning IS meager or big, it is 
after the initial outlay and the use 
you begin to make of camp items 
* • 
tels or hotels will go a long way 
toward returning your or1gmal in-
vestment or adding more equip-
ment to your original purchase. 
And one of the nicer things about 
camp equipment is thal once you 
have it assembled, you have it for 
years of service. Thal is, if it is 
properly cared for and was good 
quality to begin with. 
The basic essentials for camping 
involve a hearty outdoor appetite, 
a good night's sleep and protection 
when weather is something less 
than ideal. Equipment that takes 
care of these requirements are the I 
"big" items. Other equipment 
makes some contribution to be 
sure, but these are not considered 
"big" items in terms of cost Of 
course, requirements of campers 
* • 
- -
Bird wat~h in!J , baby sittin!J or just plain loafin!J , ~ampi n!J is toni~ for the soul away 
from ci ty noise a nd bust le. This phot o a nd one dire~tly be low we re t aken a t the new 
~ampin!J a rea at Le d!JeS Sta t e Pa rk. 
"' and camping situations will dtffer. 
Generally, the "rougher" or more 
remote the camping, the more 
equipment necessary. 
Entire volumes have been writ-
len about camping e q uip ment. 
Even so, there are some observa-
tions about major items of camp 
gear that bear repeating: 
CA.l\IP STOVES--One, two and 
three-burner stoves a re avail-
able. Of these th e one-burner 
is not ample and the t hree-
burner is not necessary for 
most. Th e two-burner is the 
choice of most campers- is up 
to most cooking situations, is 
cheaper to operate and is of 
more ideal size to handle and 
pack. Pressure tank-type gas 
stoves are preferred over those 
that burn canned mixtures. It 
takes a good ma ny cans of 1 
canned fluid to equal the per-
fo rmance of the pressure tank 
type. A satisfactory supply of 
the canned fluid takes space 
that could be used to better 
advantage. The canned prod-
uct also is a rather hard item 
to locate in some areas. The 
' 
-
, . 
.. 
fellow who runs out in the 
back country 1s about "sunk." 
The larger capacities of pres-
sure stoves get most through 
every situation with least 
weight a nd ease of handling. 
Buy a camp stove with a good 
name behind it. If given care 
according to manufacturer's 
instructions, it should last a 
lifetime. 
PORTABLE I OE OHESTS- P ur-
chase a good one in the begin-
ning one lhat is well insu-
lated and of large enough 
capacity to protect food and 
properly handle limits of fish 
or game. In addition to a 
portable chest. a good camp 
jug for drink ing water or 
other cold drinks is almost a 
must. Large capacity jugs of 
the type that reflects heat and 
the sun's rays will save steps 
and k eep dr inks colder longer. 
LANTER N A good, pressure 
tank-type gas lantern for 
bright, reliable light is an im-
portant item of gear. A dou-
ble-mantle 1 ante r n is pre-
• 
(Above ) Campln!J Is l nex~nslve family f un . A fa mily doing a nd sharln!J th ln!Js together, 
su~h a s this ~amp ~roquet !la me, Is a s t rong·kn lt unit . 
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"I like to remember The satisfying beauty of lands and forest s and waters preserved 
in s t a t e parks '' 
Parks ... 
! Continued from Pnge 33) 
their integrity They involve a 
trusteeship on the part of the pres-
ent, to use the words of Carlyle, 
"tov,·a rd the past and generations 
yet unborn." 
That this purpose is hard to de-
fine is patent. This IS true of all 
malters of the spirit No one has 
fully expressed m simple terms the 
purpose of a great institution like 
a university or a religion. Yet those 
engaged in the park movement feel 
this purpose when they do not put 
it in words, and their whole en-
deavor, whether they realize 1t or 
not, is shaped and guided by it. 
Let us consider some of the prin-
ciples that by common consent 
have evolved and by most are ac-
cepted as to state parks, in their 
establishment, development, man-
agement and interpretation. 
One of these, and it is in my 
opinion basic, is that state parks 
have as a dominant purpose the 
presen·ation. insofar as feasible, of 
the qrwltties of 1wtirl' landscape. 
It was the wonders of nature, as 
* * * 
revealed to the explorers and pio-
neers, that in places like Yellow-
stone and Yosemite first led to the 
conviction that here were lands too 
fine to have their beauty or their 
interest cheapened or destroyed by 
turning them to base uses for the 
advantage of the few or of the 
moment. "This place should be 
preserved for us and others after 
us to enjoy as we have enjoyed it." 
This v .. ·as the thought in the minds 
of park pioneers over a century 
ago, and it is the thought behind 
the growing public demand for 
parks at all levels of government. 
We are concerning ourselves here 
with state parks. Obviously, there 
arc some lands of such distinction 
that their preservation is the con-
cern of the nation as a whole This 
is exemplified m our great National 
Park System. Most of 1ts units 
are recognized as being beyond 
the responsibilities of the states in 
which they happen to be located. 
In many cases and I think off-
hand of Great Smokies. ~fammoth 
Cave, Carlsbad and Yosemite -the 
states have taken the initiative 
Jim 
"Park lands are managed to minister to the human mind and spirit . 
and then passed on the responsi- recreational developments that pri-
bility to the nation for varied rea- marily are for local benefit. 
sons: financial mability, desire for In state, no less than in national 
prestige, or the fruits of increased parks, we should always bP alive 
travel. But mainly because of rec- to our obligation, before it is too 
ognition of national significance late. to set aside, in reasonable pro-
and the importance of nati'>nal p0rtions, outstanding representa-
parks. True, local promotions have tive areas of forest, seacoast, des-
resulted in some areas of less than ert, mountains, lakeshore, rivers 
national caliber being forced upon and marshland as outdoor labora-
the National Park System, but tories for nature interpretations, 
e\·en this is a tribute to the pres- scientific and aesthetic ~tudy. Thi.~' 
tige of National Parks. Doubtless is the basis of our naturalist pro-
every extensive portfolio of invest- gram If we succeed, these \\'ill be 
ments contains some "cats and a heritage for which future gener-
de>gs" atwns will be increasingly g rateful, 
When we come to the state pari< as in the not too distant future 
,·ategory this is likewise true they will in all probability be the 
Parks, like gold, are where you find only places where forests e\·olve 
them. But as funds for state parks naturally, plants and animals lhe 
increase, there is a tendency to I in harmonious relationship with 
strive for the application of ap- themselves and their em·ironment 
propriations to proJects not justi- and nature and her works can still 
fied by their importance to the en- be studies in the original design. 
tire state Even California has not Regardless of the principal pur-
been immune from this, and only pose of any state park area, we 
'l year ago it was found desirable are conscious that we are primarily 
for our commission to restate its managers of lands and are always 
criteria as to statevc.'ide signifi- m the landscape busmess. This is 
cance. In the main it has been primarily true, of course, of scenic 
possible to hold to the prmciple areas. But it is also true of recre-
that "State park funds are not in- ational parks; and it is true of 
tended to be used as a subs1dy to "history written on the land." 
local recreation." There have developed many type;:: 
The state park concept having of state parks, depending on local 
been outlined, and the criteria for conditions and public demand. But 
the selection of state parks, let us with respect to all of them we are 
turn to the subject of development charged with mamtaining the in-
This is the critical phase, as many tegrity of native landscape insofar 
a fine area has suffered from ill- as 1t is humanly possible. 
considered, inappropriate mod1fica- I Every\\ here the relentless march 
tion of its onginal qualities A well of material progress, of urbani-
thought out Master Plan of De- zation, industrialization and con-
velopment should precede con- sumption of resources for commer-
slruction, based upon the principle cial ends are making their impact 
that each area should be developed on the native landscape Every-
to serve its highest use, in keeping where they are rubbing the bloom 
with 1ts purpose and meaning 1 off the land. Except in the parks. 
Restraint should be the watch- and even there we know that we 
word. The burden of proof should are fighting what sometimes seems 
rest upon those who propose modi- to be a losing battle. Except i? the 
fication of natural conditions. parks-and in some areas w1th a 
There is the constant problem of pai'tially related purpose such as 
balancing the preservation of nat- the national forests--qualities of 
ural conditions with the provisiOn great open spaces that we took for 
of facilities for pubhc use in keep- granted a generation ago are 
ing \\'ith the highest \'alues Ob- rapidly disappearmg. . 
viously, parks are intended for It is a high calling that has 1ts 
human enjoyment, but there is al- purpose to assure the people of the 
ways the danger of over-develop- future that they will have the 
ment, of passing the point of d1- great expcr1ences in the out of 
minishing returns, so that the sat- doors that we have had. It ha~ 
isfactions sought by many are lost been my prh·ilege, as it has been 
1 to all because of excess in develop- yours, to help preserve representa-
ment and use. Many a great land- tive examples of the great pageant 
scape carries in its beauty the of America. In working to main-
seeds of its own destruction. tain this environment we have been 
IL follows, since state parks a r e a part of it. There are many scenes 
primarily n::ttural areas, that "de- that I like to remember· the 
velopments" are for the purpose lengthening shadows of ~he Se-
of making the areas available for quoias, the flight of the Wh1le Ibis 
pubhc enjoyment in a manner con- the pastel colors of hardwood for-
sistent with the presen ation of ests in the fall, the gleam of gla-
landscape quahty a nd should be of ciers, the battle of seas and lantl, 
the s1mpler sorts m a natural en- the thunder and mist of watel'falls. 
vironmenl ( i. e camping, picnick- the silence that hangs over the 
, ing, sightseeing, nature study, hik- habitations of forgotten people. _or 
ing, riding, boating, swimming, the quieter but no less sat1sfymg 
fishing, etc.) involving no maJOr beauty of lands . and forests am~ 
modification of their lands, forests waters preserved 10 many hundreds 
a n<l waters, and w1thout exlenstve of state parks, such as Lake Itascr1 
introduction of artificial features in Minnesota. 
such as athletic fields, playgrounds, Concern for preserving these 
I 
golf courses, and other forms of (Continued on Page ·10) 
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he Early Bird Gets the Worm 
Fred P . :\It-yer 
D e llnrtm e n t of Z o olO!=") 
E n tom o l oJ.:) 
I ona tut e College 
nud 
in the fish of the lake Hence, in 
the s ummers of 1954 and 1955 a 
comprehensive collection of the fish 
was examined for parasites Those 
From t1me to lime anglers are parasites which were found were 
oncerned about "gtubby" or m ounted on microscope slides fot 
·wormy" fish which they have examination at a later date Stuthes 
aken from various bodtes of wa- carried on at Iowa State College 
er in the state. Due to a lack of have failed to reveal any parasites 
mowledge concerning the causa- which can be transmttted to hu-
ive organisms, many ideas have mans. A few of the fish in the 
Lrisen concerning the cause of lake carried excessive burdens of 
his pestilence. Among some of encysted parasites but these w ere 
he theories advanced by fisher- an exception. 
nen are ( 1 ) the water has be- Anglers are perhaps most con-
·ome too warm or (2) the lake cerned about a large yellow grub 
s being polluted by sewage. While (Clinostomum marginatum) which 
·auses of fish grubs commonly occurs just under the skin of some 
)Ccur m a reas where these condi- of the bullheads. When the fi sh are 
ions persist they are not the pri- skinned, these grubs are quite ob-
nary factors producing the infec- vious and lead the fisherman to 
ion. think the entire fish is unsuitable 
"Grubby fish" a re caused by lar- for food. Looking at this problem 
·al stages of parasitic worms objectively, we must keep in mind 
vhich have burrowed into the fish that these worms constitute no 
~.-.'1d formed cysts awattmg mges- m ore danger to man than a worm 
ion by a sw table ani ma l before in an apple. Since they will not 
hey complete their de\ elopment. parasitize a human, one need not 
n most cases, the adult forms are worry about ingestmg them acci-
)arasitic flatworms whi ch are * * .. * 
·ound in the digestive tract of 
)irds. Thetr Ufe cycle is often a 
·ather complicated one. The cycle 
)egins when the eggs of the worms 
(or flukes as Lhey are known 
>Cientifically ) enter the water, usu-
illy with the f eces of the birds. 
3hould the eggs fall into the lak e, 
.be eggs will hatch into tiny free-
;wimming larvae (the miracidia ) 
Nbich will then penetrate a snail. 
Within the snail the larvae under-
50 a series of drastic reorganiza-
.ions, passmg through several dif-
~erent stages known respectively 
iS sporocys ts and rediae. 
An amazing thing about these 
--~ -~-= -==--
--- -
worms is an adaptation known as 
polyembryony in which the larvae 
produce many others of their kind. 
As a result, one egg may produce 
thousands of potential worms. Fol-
lowing development to the redial 
stage, the redia in turn form thou- L.F_. ________ ...J 
sands of tailed larvae known as 
cercariae which are free-swimming 
and emerge from the snail. These 
swim about in the water and will 
develop no further until they en-
counter a s uitable fish in which to 
continue their development. These 
cercariae have little to guide them 
to the proper fish host and as a 
result many of them perish. 
Of those flukes which require a 
fish as an intermediate host, the 
* 
dentally Normal cooking will kill the lakes bad not been fished the 
any forms which might not have grubs went unnoticed. 
been noticed in dressing the fi sh. Another factor, and perhaps the 
For the sake of palatabillty, it most prominent is the change in 
might be well to cut out the cyst the water level in our lakes during 
but it is a waste of good meat to the past few years. The near-
throw away the entire fish drought conditions caused a severe 
While a species of large tape- drop in the level of many lakes 
worm is known to be transmitted forming extensive areas of shal-
to humans by fish, it is as yet un- lows which had not occurred be-
known in Iowa fish. The fact that fore. In such areas, weed beds and 
suitable fish hosts are not found m rushes g rew extensively and pro-
Iowa waters is perhaps a good bar- vided attractive habitat for aquatic 
rier to the introduction of this birds which bring the parasitic in-
pestilence into the state. It is, feclions with them. Also, the shal-
however , known to be found in the low bars draw wading birds which 
whitefish of northern Minnesota. bring in still other parasites. These 
Here again, normal cooking of a same shallow areas provide opti-
fish would be sufficient insurance mal conditions for the growth and 
against acquiring an infection of reproduction of snails which form 
the parasite. a vital link in the life cycles of 
The seeming upsurge in the de-l these worms. 
gree of parasitism within the state I Another factor resulting in the 
10 recent years is due to several decline of the water level has been 
factors. One of these is an 10- brought about by the heavy silta-
creased awareness by the fishing tion of our natural bodies of water. 
public. More and more people are If proper soil conservation prac-
fishing Iowa's waters and bodies of tlces are not enacted soon, many of 
water never before utilized are our better fishing areas may be-
coming into prominence Many of come extensive marshes which our-
these may often have contained in- ture the spread of these parasitic 
fected fish in the past but since infections. 
* 
G 
E 
* • 
I 
~ 
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~ 
E. 
"' * 
penetrating cercariae migrate to a 
suitable area where they form a 
cyst to protect themselves from the 
host's body reactions. Favored 
sites for these infections are just 
THE LIFE CYCLE OF THE YELLOW GRUB 
CLINOSTOMUM MARGINATUM 
beneath the skin, at the base of 
fi ns, or in the liver of the fish. 
Some species of flukes form large 
cysts and it 1s these forms which 
cause so much concern to the an-
glers. 
Trumbull Lake in Clay County, 
Iowa, was reported to have a 
heavy infestation of these larvae 
A. EGGS 
8. MIRACIDIUM 
C. SPOROCYST 
D. REDIA 
E. CERCARIA 
F METACERCARIA 
(ENCYSTED GRUB} 
G ADULT WORM 
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Camping ... 
1 Continut>tl from Page 37) 
ferred. Just make sure you 
have a supply of extra man-
tles' 
SLEI•~PIXG BAGS \~)) \IH 
l\lATTRE " E -Except for a 
tent, probably the most ex-
pensive tlems of c.amptng 
equipment Like c\.crything, 
you get what you pay for in 
these 1lems. And th1s 1s poor 
camp gear to skimp on' You'll 
sleep better and gel longer 
serv1ce from good quality bags 
and mattresses. Prices of 
sleepmg bags are based on the 
type and amount of insulation 
in them. Down-filled bags are 
considered warmest with some 
of the man-made insulating 
matertal and fibres nearly 
equal and perhap s out-per-
foriiUng goose down in some 
respects. Make sure the insul-
allon is ample for the area and 
climate in which you expect 
to use your bag. An extra one-
half pound or so of insulation 
is worth il, even though you 
make a trip to the north coun-
try only once in a lifetime. A 
good quality a1r mattress will 
add much to your sleeping 
comfort Some of the mexpen-
sive plastic ones on the mar-
ket are pretty sad They are 
easily damaged, bard or im-
possible to repair satisfac-
torily, and don't have a very 
long life It's worth it to get 
one that can be depended 
upon. 
TE You p1obably won't 
worry much about this item 
if you're a trailer or statiOn 
wagon owner. For others, 
quality and capacity are the 
considerations in purchase of 
a tent. The most expens1ve 
have some pretty elaborate 
garnishments, but most don' t 
think these "extras" are worth 
the time-consuming effort re-
quired to get them up and 
down. Roomy tent types that 
can be put up and taken down 
in a hurry and can be anchored 
well agamst sudden "blows" 
and storms are considered 
Ideal by most. Good, well 
treated canvas will keep you 
high and dry and last for 
years, if properly taken care 
of. Tents that are floored and 
have ample windows for venti-
latiOn are a good investment 
in comfort and are VIrtually 
insect and animal-proof. A 
plastic ground cloth under the 
tent floor Wlll keep "clammi-
ness" inside the tent to a min-
imum and add life to your 
lent. Whatever your require-
ments, gel a tent Wlth good 
c<tnvas that's well treated and 
reinforced, stitched with good 
quality stitching 
COOKING AND MES GEAR-
Make it neat and make It sim-
ple - camping, remember, is 
a reprieve from the kitchen! 
By all means, build your cook-
ing gear around a hefty coffee 
IO W A CONSERVA TI ON I ST 
pol and a good skillet that 
won't stick at crucial limes' 
Gel mess gear that nests to-
gether and service that is 
made in the same way It 
"" 1ll s we space and pr event 
losses. A menllon of saved 
space reminds that you'll 
soon pick up a lot of "tricks" 
m this department. A trip or 
two and you'll be able to lo-
cale any item "blindiolded" 
and lbe organ1zat10n of camp 
gear Will improve nght along 
Until you learn which can 
goes m which box, a check-off 
list of items at the start. and 
end of a trip rs a real help 
OTHER EQUIP:\IE T- A canvas 
bucket and wash basm are 
bandy 1tems to have around 
camp. A compass and first-aid 
krt are good msurance You 
might also want to include 
binoculars, a camera, portable 
radio, and clock-this latter 
for those who care about trme' 
F1shmg equipment, by all 
means, and don't forget that 
strmger! 
The State Conservation Com-
mission has prepared a publica-
bon, "Iowa's State Owned Recrea-
tion Areas." I n it is listed all 
state parks wh1ch offer tent and 
trailer camping, as well as organ-
Ized group campmg and a third 
section covering park cabin ac-
commodations. The respective sec-
tions list park locations, custodian 
addresses and a run-down of camp-
ing rates A handy key guides 
readers lo an Iowa map for quick 
and simple location of the park 
Within the s tate. Another special 
section presents in detail routes to 
follow m reach1ng the park and 
more extensive information about 
the park's facilities. T he publica-
lion is free and may be obtained 
by wr1lmg. State Conservation 
Commission, East Seventh and 
Court A venue, Des Moines, Iowa. 
Parks ... 
(Continued from Page 38) 
spectacles for themselves and as 
an environment for active outdoor 
recreatiOn IS at the heart of the 
state park philosophy. The sp1rit 
and meaning behind this concern 
IS the all Important thing, but it is 
hard to put in words. Turning to 
the Redwoods that I know best, I 
think of Dr. J ohn C. Merriam's 
statement that "they connect us as 
by a hand touch with all the cen-
turies that they have known"; or 
Edwin Markham's that "they seem 
to be forms of immortality stand-
ing here among the trans1tory 
shapes of time"; or the poetic 
words of Joseph Hergesheimer re-
garding Bull Creek Flat, now in 
the Rockefeller Forest: 
"Nothing could bring back the 
serenity the forest had accumu-
lated after a hundred million years. 
Standing in a grove I thought of 
the bitter and vain resentment that 
the future- when it learned that a 
commerce was not enough to keep 
the heaPt alive-would hold against 
the past our present. The grace 
of the towering trees mar ked their l lem that is literally as big as the 
gigantic span, the ground, m per- outdoors most people arc trying to 
petual shadow, holds only flowet- keep clean. 
ing oxalis and emerald ferns. It It seems then that the only real 
was rammg very softly. The fallen solut10n must come through a 
trunks of an utter remoteness, ~o proces!-. of education awakening 
great to sec o~er, were gre~n w1th and jogging the public to a more 
moss. The whisper of the wmd was prideful use of the 0 u t d 
barely au<li_ble, far off. reflective. Closely associated with thi~ ~;i~~ 
the gloom m the trees was clear, is a feeling of concern for the 
\\ cl and mild. It wa!> the past. other fellow and a des1re that hi' 
And this was the Redwoods' secret. find an area as clean or cleanel' 
their special magic, that they ab- than we found il. 
solved, blotted out the fever of . . 
time, the wasted years, the sick- . When It. gets nght do\vn t~ bas-
ness of mind, in which men spent tc~. the ptoblem lS pretty srmple. 
the loneliness of their hves." L itter that we discard belongs m 
All this, I hope, has bearing the trash contamers placed in 
upon the philosophy of the State I areas for that purpose not any-
Parks. · where else! Litter collected in 
Litterbugs • • • 
Contmued from Page 34) 
know their way around nature's 
travel should be kept inside the 
car, in a sack or other container, 
until it can be deposited later. It's 
a simple trick, and perfectly pain-
less' 
realm always take great pt·ide in W1th the effort of everyone, it's 
the outdoors and in tidy camp- possible we could chronicle the de-
keeping parlure of that disheveled. un-
Cleanliness is particularly im- , sightly a~d thoughtle::>s fellow we 
portant in Iowa where public facil- call the Litterbug. If we really and 
ities are hmited and often jammed truly love the outdoors and have 
\vith people from early spring to an in~eres~ .in keeping ~t t_idy and 
fall Park officers do a commend- . beaut1ful, 1t s worth thmkmg and 
able job of cleaning litter, consider- doing something about! 
ing the size of the chore and the 
amount of time they can give to it. Boats . . . 
But that little element of time is 
an important factor to the park 
officer. There are only so many 
hours on the face of the clock, 
wh1ch means that time spent clean-
ing litter must sometimes be at the 
expense of that which could be de-
voted to more important mainten-
ance work 
Wh1le stale parks attract many 
thousands, they aten't the only 
areas the Litterbug frequen ts. 
What about the smaller places such 
as fishing access areas, public fish-
ing areas and roadside parks that 
have no custodian to care for 
them? These are pretty much at 
the mercy of the public and may-
Without the cooperation and vigi-
lance of all- lapse lD to sorry 
shape! 
The problems of littering have 
been the concern of a lot of state 
county and city officials. Often 
their response to the problem lakes 
the form of advocatmg stiffer laws. 
In some municipalities and stales 
they are pretty rugged- fines up 
to $100. L aws, however, are one 
lhmg-enforcement another. Most 
will agree laws that cannot be en-
forced are about the same as n o 
laws at all! 
Some strides have been made by 
municipalilles who have special 
squads assigned to curb litterbug 
activity on a local level. Pohcmg 
anything beyond this has been 
proved impractical. Certain aids 
have come to the forefront such as 
encouraging motorists to carry 
trash bags m their cars, and heap-
ing ridicule on offenders by right-
thinking fellow motorists an d 
campers. These have made some 
inroads toward a solution of the 
problem, but their 1 esulls can only 
be negligible in the face of a prob-
(Continued from Pnge 34) 
ever, it may mdicate the previ-
ous owner's attitude toward 
maintenance, so inspect a badly 
painted c1 aft thoroughly. If you 
purchase a poorly painted boat, 
refinish it to get best perform-
ance. 
Alummum and glass boats arc 
durable by the very nature of the 
material used in their construction 
Be sure seams in an aluminum boat 
are correctly joined and will not 
leak. Glass boats should be free of 
bad cracks. 
You won't have to bother about 
these tbmgs 1f you purchase a used 
boat from a reputable dealer 
How about price? There is, of 
course, no method of determining 
what the price of a used boat 
should be that would be suitable 
for all parts of the country. The 
best way to determine the faiz 
price of a used boat is to shop 
Find what you want and then lool{ 
for boats similar to it Several 
compansons should give you a 
good idea of the proper price for 
the boat you're interested in. 
PELICAN 
White pelicans are one of our 
largest American birds. Their 
wingspread reaches nine feet. 
STORE FOOD 
Badgers. like some other w11d 
animals, sometimes kill more than 
they can eat at once They bur) 
the surplus food and return to 1t 
late1 when other food is scarce or 
impossible to catch. 
l\IUL}~ DEER 
Generally the ears of mule deer 
are 25 per cent larger than those 
of whitetail deer. 
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